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1. Introduction 
Starting with Singh [17,19] an extensive literature has emerged on the (dynamic) input-output 
decoupling problem for nonlinear control systems, see e.g. [5,15,14,6,13]. The solution of this problem of 
designing a nonlinear dynamic ompensator for a given nonlinear system so that the resulting compen- 
sated system is input-output decoupled is nowadays well-understood and in fact several different 
algorithms for constructing a decoupling compensator are known, see [17,19,5,15]. 
However, in contrast with the theory on linear decoupling (see [1]) some aspects of the nonlinear 
dynamic decoupling problem have not yet been addressed. Here we will focus on one such aspect; 
namely the construction of a decoupling compensator f minimal dimension (see [12] for a treatment of 
the linear case). Indeed, the algebraic framework of [4] allows us to develop a straightforward method for 
obtaining a minimal solution of the decoupling problem. Hereby we are able to exploit and further 
develop the theory about the so called 'essential orders' of a nonlinear system, as defined in [6]. The 
essential orders represent the smallest (algebraic) structure at infinity [14] which Can be achieved by a 
suitably selected ecoupling compensator (cf. [6]). As a result, we show that these essential orders may be 
computed irectly from the here described ynamic compensator, which we call a Singh compensator. 
This work is partly based on our preliminary report [9] (see also [20] and [8]). 
In [6] it was shown that the algorithm of [5] yields a decoupling compensator achieving the (algebraic) 
structure at infinity represented by the essential orders. This leads to the conjecture that the algorithm of 
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[5] also yields a minimal order decoupling compensator. However, by the absence of applying regular 
static state feedback while performing the algorithm, the tools employed in this paper to establish 
minimality of the Singh compensator cannot immediately be used to establish the minimality of the 
algorithm of [5]. In [22] also a minimal order input-output decoupling algorithm was proposed. Basically 
this algorithm is a combination of the algorithms from [5] and [15]. However, the results of [22] are 
incomplete in that the authors could not correctly establish a proof of their result on minimality. Since 
the basic difference between the algorithms of [22] and [5] is that while performing the algorithm of [22] 
regular static state feedback is employed, it follows from the above discussion that probably the 
minimality of the algorithm of [22] can be established by employing the algebraic arguments of our 
present paper. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the algebraic theory for nonlinear control 
systems. The material in this section is taken from [4]. In Section 3 we introduce the dynamic 
input-output decoupling problem and obtain a compensator f minimal order that solves the problem. 
Section 4 contains the conclusions. 
2. Algebraic tools 
We first introduce an algebraic theory for nonlinear control systems. This material is taken (almost 
cerbatim) from [4]. 
Consider a square analytic system of the form 
=f (x )  +g(x)u ,  ( la)  
y =h(x)  ( lb)  
where x = (x I . . . . .  xn)V ~ ~n are local coordinates for the state space manifold M, u ~ ~m, y ~ ~m, 
g(x) = (g l (x )  • • • gin(X)), h(x) = (h i (x )  . . . . .  hm (x))T, f ,  g l , . . . ,  gm are analytic vector fields on M, and 
h 1 . . . . .  h m are analytic functions on M. 
Recall that a meromorphic function r/ is a function of the form r /= :r/0, where 7r and 0 are analytic 
functions. Assume that the control functions u(t) are n times continuously differentiable. Then define: 
u ° := u(t), u ti+ ~) := (d/dt)u~i)(t). View x, u . . . . .  u~n- l) as variables and let ,7,( denote the field consisting 
of the set of rational functions of (u . . . . .  u~-1)) with coefficients that are meromorphic in x. For the 
system (1) we define in a natural way 
Oh 
3~ =3~(x, u) =~Tx [ f (x )  +g(x)u] ,  (2a) 
Oy(k) k-  10y(k) U O+ 
y~k+l)=ytk+l)(X,U . . . . .  U tk ) )=- -~x  [ f (x  )+g(x)u]  + ~ ~ 1) (2b) 
i=0  
Note that 3~ . . . . .  y~m so defined have components in the field ..~. 
Let 8" denote the vector space (over J{) spanned by {dx, du . . . . .  du~-1)}. We introduce the chain of 
subspaees ~0 c . . .  c~ of ~ by 
~k := span{dx, d)~ . . . . .  dytk)}. (3) 
Note that in (3) the span is taken with respect o the field o,T and not with respect o the real numbers. 
A convenient way for performing the necessary calculations required in the algebraic theory is 
provided by the so called Singh's algorithm. Singh's algorithm has been introduced in [18] for calculation 
of the left inverse of a nonlinear system. It is a generalization of the algorithm from [7], which was only 
applicable under some restrictive assumptions. The version of Singh's algorithm presented here is taken 
from [4]. 
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Algorithm 2.1. Singh’s algorithm. Consider the analytic nonlinear control system (1). 
Step 1. Calculate 
j= ;[f(x) +g(x)u] =:a,(x) +b,(x)u 
and define 
(4) 
p, = s1 := rank b,(x) (5) 
where the rank is taken over the field of meromorphic functions of x. Permute, if necessary, the 
components of the output so that the first p, rows of b,(x) are linearly independent. Decompose y 
according to Jo = (5: $:I’, where j, consists of the first pr rows of 9. Since the last rows of b,(x) are 
linearly dependent on the first pr rows, we can write 
;, =a-r(x) +E,,(x)u, G, =&(x, $1) 
where the last equation is affine in p,. Finally, set g,(x) := b,(x). 
Step k + 1. Suppose that in Steps 1 through k, jl,. . . , @‘, jp’ have been defined so that 
$,=&r(x) +&(x)u, 
(6) 
(7a) 
yk -(k’=Gk(~, {j$“ll =gi<k- 1, i<j<k})+h,(x, {j$j)ll <i<k-1, i<j<k-l})u, (7b) 
yk ^(“‘=9ik)(x, {j$“Il<i,(k, i<j<k}) (7c) 
and so that they are rational functions of j$” with coefficients in the field of meromorphic functions of 
x. Suppose also that the matrix Bk := [6T,. . . , @IT has full rank equal to pk, where the rank is taken with 
respect to the field of rational functions of {j$” I1 G i G k - 1, i <j Q k - 11 with coefficients in the field 
of meromorphic functions of x. Then calculate 
(8) 
and write this as 
A(k+ 1) _ 
yk -ak+,(X, {$’ 1 I(‘) l~i~k,i~j~k+l))+b,+,(x,{y’~“ll~i~k,i~j~k})u. (9) 
Define B, + 1 := [I?:, bT+ 1 IT, and Pk + 1 := rank Bk+ 1 where the rank is taken with respect to the field of 
rational functions of (j$j) 11 G i G k, i <j Q k} with coefficients in the field of meromorphic functions of 
X. Permute, if necessary, the components of jik+ ‘) so that the first Pk+ 1 rows of Bk+, are hearly 
independent. Decompose 91”’ ‘) as Yk *ck+ I) = ( j$yl’)’ y^~~ll)T)T, where j$“,:‘) consists of the first 
Sk+l:=(Pk+l - pk) rows. Since the hSt rows of B,, 1 are linearly dependent on the first pk+ L rows, we 
can write 
y;, =6,(x) +&(x)u, ( 10a) 
-(k+l)_ - 
Yk+l -ak+l(x, {$ I 1(j) l~i~k, i<j<k+1})+6,+,(x, {$“Il<i<k, i<j<k})u, 
$~~‘)=j?~$“(x, (y’,“‘Il~i~k+l, i<j<k+l]) 
where once again everything is.rational in ji”. Finally, set tik+, := [ @, bl+ 1 IT. 0 
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The number p* = p~ is called the rank of (1). 
Then we have the following result (cf. Di Benedetto et al. [4]). 
Theorem 2.2. Consider the nonlinear system (1) and apply Singh's algorithm to it. Then for each 1 <~ k <~ n, 
(i) {dx, {d~J) ll ~<i ~< k, i ~<j ~< k}} is a basis for ~k, 
(ii) d im~ k =n +p j  + " '"  +Pk. [] 
Using the algebraic theory presented above we define what we mean by a regular dynamic state 
feedback (cf. [4]). 
Definition 2.3. Consider a nonlinear system (1), together with a dynamic state feedback 
~? =a(x ,  z) + /3( x, Z)t', ( l l a )  
u=y(x ,  z )+~(x ,  z)t: ( l ib )  
with v denoting the new controls and a, /3, 7, 6 analytic functions of x and z. (1 1) is called a regular 
dynamic state feedback for (1) if the system 
2=f (x )  +g(x)u ,  
=~(x, z) +/3(x, z)~,, 
u = ~,(x ,  z )  + ,~(x,  z )c  
with controls t, and outputs u has full rank (equal to m). [] 
(12a) 
( lZb) 
(12c) 
For later use we associate a notion of regularity with Singh's algorithm in the following way (see [3] for 
a related, but somewhat different notion of regularity). 
Definition 2.4. Consider the nonlinear system (1) and let a point x 0 ~ M be given. 
(i) We call x 0 a regular point for (1) if for an appropr iate application of Singh's algorithm to (1) there 
exists a point (35~d) I 1 ~< i ~< n - 1, i ~<j ~< n - 1} such that 
rank~/?, (xo,  { )7~) [ l<~i<~k- l , i<~j<~k-1})=pk (k=l  . . . . .  n) .  (13) 
(ii) We call x 0 a strongly regular point for (1) if for each application of Singh's algorithm to (1) there 
exists a point {37~)[1 ~<i ~<n - 1, i ~<j ~<n - 1} such that (13) holds. [] 
3. Minimality of dynamic input-output decoupling 
In this section we study the dynamic input -output  decoupling problem. We study a strong version of 
this problem. For a nonlinear system (1), define the relative degrees r i (i = 1 . . . .  ) as the smallest k ~ N 
for which 
Oy~ k) 
- -  s0 .  (14)  
au 
If all relative degrees are finite define the decoupling matrix A(x)  with entries 
a i i (x  ) = °Y~ r') ~.,--?(x). (151 
A system (1) is said to be input-output decoupled if each of its inputs influences one and only one of its 
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outputs• The system is said to be strongly input-output decoupled if all relative degrees are finite, its 
decoupling matrix is an invertible diagonal matrix, and 
Oy~ k) 
8uj 
-0  ( i=1  . . . .  ,m; j4=i ;k>~rg+l ) .  (16) 
Remark 3.5. Note that a strongly input-output decoupled system is input-output decoupled. The 
converse does not need to hold (see [16] for details). [] 
Definition 3.6. Consider a nonlinear system (1) and let x 0 be given• Then the strong dynamic 
input-output decoupling problem via regular dynamic state feedback (SDIODP) is said to be solvable 
around x 0 if there exist an integer u, a dynamic state feedback on R ~ of the form (11), a neighborhood 
UcM of x 0 and an open subset _2" of R ~ such that the system (1,11) restricted to U×.U is strongly 
input-output decoupled. [] 
In [4] it was shown that if x 0 is a (strongly) regular point for (1), the dynamic input-output decoupling 
problem is solvable around x 0 if and only if p* = m (see also [5,15])• 
We now present a special sort of regular dynamic state feedback that solves SDIODP around strongly 
regular points x 0 for (1). This dynamic state feedback is obtained via Singh's algorithm and we call it a 
Singh compensator. The Singh compensator is obtained as follows. Consider the nonlinear system (1) and 
let x o E M be a strongly regular point for (1). Furthermore assume that p* = m. Apply Singh's algorithm 
to (1). This yields at the n-th step 
Y , ,=A, , (x ,{ f~ J ) ] l<~i<~n- l , i<~j<~n})+B, , (x ,{ f~ J ) l l<~i<~n- l , i<~j<~n-1})u  (17) 
where 
and al(x) ] 
An(x, {~J)[1 ~<i ~<n - 1, i ~<j ~<n})= az(X, ~1, )~2)) 
t i ,(x,  {)5~J) ]1 <~i~n - 1, i<~j<~n}) 
Moreover we know that there exist a neighborhood U cM of x 0, a point (;9~) [1 ~ i ~ n - 1, i ~<j ~ n) 
and a neighborhood Y0 of this point such that /3. is invertible on U × 110- Then on U x Y0 (17) yields in 
particular 
For i = 1 . . . . .  m, let 7i be the lowest time-derivative and 3 i be the highest time-derivative of Yi 
appearing in (18). Then we can rewrite (18) as 
U = ~bl(X , {y/O) [1 <~i<~m, 7i<~j<~6i- 1}) 
"[- ~ ~)2i(X, {y~J) ll <~i <~m, "yi <~j ~6 i - -  1})y~ a') (19) 
i=1  
for certain vector-valued functions ~b~, ~b2~ (i = 1 . . . . .  m). 
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Let z i (i = 1, . . . ,  m)  be a vector of dimensional  6i - 
2 i=Aiz i+B iL ,  i ( i=1  . . . . .  m) ,  
~ =~, (x ,  Zx ... . .  z~)+ ~(x ,  z, . . . . .  Zm)Vi 
i=1  
Yi and consider the system 
(20a) 
(20b) 
with (Ag, B i) in Brunovsky canonical form. Then (20) is called a Singh compensator for (1) around x 0. 
Remark  3.7. (i) In [10] it was shown that a Singh compensator  is indeed a regular dynamic state 
feedback. 
(ii) Note that the Singh compensator  (20) in general  will be a meromorphic  feedback on an open 
subset U x_~ cM × N~. Hence we can always find open subsets U c U and ~-~ c_U such that (20) def ined 
on U X_Y" is analytic. [] 
Inspection of Singh's algorithm and the construction of a Singh compensator  (20) gives that for the 
compensated system (1), (20) we have that Yi . . . . .  y~i - l )  are independent  of the new controls and that 
y~,) = v i (i = 1 . . . . .  m). Thus the decoupl ing matrix of (1), (20) is given by A(x)  = Ira,  and (16) holds. 
Hence any Singh compensator  (20) around a strongly regular point x 0 solves the SDIODP around x 0. 
We now prove that a Singh compensator  is a decoupl ing precompensator  f minimal order. The proof  
consists of two parts: we first prove that any Singh compensator  around a strongly regular point x 0 has 
the same dimension, to be denoted by o-. Then we prove that for any dynamic decoupl ing feedback (11) 
with a u-dimensional state space we have that v >/or. 
So consider the system (1) and let x 0 be a strongly regular point for (1). First assume that we apply 
Singh's algorithm to (1) in one specific way. Denote the dimension of the Singh compensator  for (1) 
around x 0 obtained in this way by or. Then obviously ~r = Y'.im= l((~i - -  'y i) .  Next note that 'Yi is the smallest 
k ~ N for which ys is an entry of Yk. Inspection of Singh's algorithm gives that the set {Yi[Yi = k} has s~ 
elements. Therefore,  
• Yi= ~ ksk. (21) 
i=1  k=l  
Given the fact that s I = Pl and s k = Pk - Pk-  1 (k = 2 . . . . .  n), s~ . . . . .  s n may be def ined intrinsically (i.e. 
independent  of Singh's algorithm, see Theorem 2.2). Hence we see from (21) that )2 'n i= lYi is independent  
of the specific way we apply Singh's algorithm. Next we show that the ~i (i = 1 . . . . .  m) are also 
intrinsically defined. For  this we need: 
Definition 3.8 [2]. Let V be a given vector space over a field .~-. Let A = {h i , . . . ,  h,} be a family of 
vectors in V. Then h i is called an essential vector of A if 
~al , . . . ,a i  1, a i+ l , ' " ,a r  E~-: Ai= E°lj,~j • 
j~i 
[] (22) 
Using simple arguments from l inear algebra we can prove: 
Lemma 3.9. Let V be a given vector space over a field g .  Let A = {h 1 . . . . .  hr} be a family of  vectors in V. 
Let s := dim span{h 1. . . . .  h,} and assume that {h 1 . . . . .  A s} is a set o f  linearly independent vectors. Then h i 
(i = 1 . . . . .  s) is an essential vector of  A if and only if for  all j = s + 1 . . . . .  r, 
hj = ~ ajkh k =~ aji"['- O. 
k=l  
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Definition 3.10 [6]. Consider a nonlinear system (1) satisfying p*= m. The essential order e i of the 
output yg of (1) is defined as the smallest k ~ {1,..., n} for which dy~ k) is an essential vector of ~,. [] 
Remark 3.11. The relative degrees and essential orders as defined in Definition 3.10 are well-defined, 
since p* = m (cf. [6]). [] 
Lemma 3.12. Consider the nonlinear system (1) satisfying p* = m and apply Singh's algorithm to it. Then 
for i = 1 . . . . .  m: ~i  = Ei" 
Proof. By definition of the essential orders and Theorem 2.2 we have that dy} k) is not an essential vector 
of ~k for k= 1 . . . .  ,e~-1 .  This implies by Lemma 3.9 that O~L-~)/Oy~',-~)-~O and hence 8i>~e r 
Moreover, by the definition of the essential orders and Theorem 2.2 we have that dy~ O is an essential 
vector of ~k for k = e~ . . . . .  n. Again by Lemma 3.9 this implies that O33~k)/0y~ ~) = 0 for k = el , . . . ,  n and 
r = e~ . . . . .  n. This means that 6 i <~ e i. Hence 6 i = e i. [] 
Remark 3.13. Note that for determining the essential orders we do not have to use Definition 3.10, by the 
result of Lemma 3.12 we could use Singh's algorithm for doing this. [] 
We have now proved: 
Proposition 3.14. Consider a nonfinear system (1) satisfying p* = m and let x o be a strongly regular point 
for (1). Then every Singh compensator for (1) around x o has dimension 
o'= ~-~ei - ~ ks k. [] (23) 
i -1  k=l  
Our main result can be stated as follows: 
Theorem 3.15. Consider a nonfinear system (1) satisfying p* = m. Let x o be a strongly regular point for (1). 
Then every Singh compensator for (1) around x o is a dynamic state feedback of  minimal order solving the 
SDIODP for (1) around x o. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.15 we need some technical emmas. Before stating these lemmas, we 
introduce some notation. Consider a (square) nonlinear system (1) together with a dynamic state 
feedback (11). For (1), (11), let ~e  denote the field consisting of the set of rational functions of 
(v . . . . .  ~,~n+~-~)) with coefficients that are meromorphic in x and z. Let 
~:=span~{dx,  dz, d~ . . . . .  dy  ~k)} (k= l . . . . .  n+v-1) .  
Furthermore, denote the relative degrees of (1), (11) by r~ . . . . .  r e and its essential orders by e 1,~ . . . ,  em. 
Lemma 3.16. Consider a square nonlinear system (1) of  full rank. Then 
(i) e i, r i < + ~ ( i  = 1 . . . . .  m) ,  
(ii) E i ~ r i ( i  = 1 . . . . .  m) ,  
(iii) e i = ri; for all i ~ { 1 . . . . .  m} if and only if the SDIODP is locally solvable around a point x o ~ M via 
a regular static state feedback (i.e., u =0 in (11)). 
Proof. See [6]. [] 
Lemma 3.17. I f  for (1), dy~ k) is not an essential vector o f  ~n, then for (1), (11), dy~ k) is not an essential 
L~ector o f  ~ .  Hence e~ >~ e i (i = 1, . . . ,  m). 
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Proof. See Lemma 2 of [6]. [] 
Proposition 3.18. Consider the square nonlinear system (1). Let x o be a strongly regular point for  (1) and 
consider a regular dynamic state feedback (11) of  dimension v that soh'es the SDIODP around x o. Then 
u >~o-. 
Proof. Let x 0 ~ M be a strongly regular point for (1) and consider a regular dynamic state feedback (11) 
that solves the SDIODP around x 0. Then by Lemma 3.16 and Lemma 3.17 we have that e~ = r~ >1 e i 
(i = 1 . . . . .  m). It is well known that for (1), (11) the differentials dyf f ) (x ,  z)  (i = 1 . . . . .  m; j = 0 . . . . .  r f )  
are linearly independent (over ate, the subfield of aT~ consisting of the meromorphic functions of x and 
z), cf. [13,16]. By Theorem 2.2 and the proof of Proposition 3.14 we can find a reordering of the outputs 
m y'm e of (1) and integers 71 . . . . .  7,,, satisfying Ei=13,i=~i=l i--~r, such that for (1) the differentials 
(dx, (dyy~[ 1 ~ i <~ m, 7i <~J <~ s i -  1}} are linearly independent over aT. Assume that for (1), (11) these 
differentia,Is are not linearly independent over aTL This implies that we can find r ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, s ~ 
and a function 
ff,~r.s(X, {UlJ)]i 4= r, O<~j <~S}, {U',/'[O<~j <~s-  1}) 
such that for (1), (11), 
u'.') = ~br.~(x, {u i " l i  4= r, 0 <~j <~s'}, {u'/' l0 ~<j ~<s- 1}). (24) 
By the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [4] this means that for all k >/s there exists a function 
(~rk(X, {HIJ)I i 4: r, 0~j  ~<k}, {ul/' 10 ~ j  ~s -  1}) 
such that 
u',}'= qSrk(X, {U~ j ' l i *  r, 0 ~<j ~ k}, (u~,/'10 ~ j  ~s -  1}). (25) 
This implies that if we apply Singh's algorithm to (12) we find that p,, +, < m. Then by Definition 2.3 (11) 
is not a regular dynamic state feedback, which gives a contradiction. Hence for (1), (11) the differentials 
{dx, {dy}J) I1 <~ i <~ m, 7i <~J <~ ei - 1}} are linearly independent over aTL In particular this implies that 
rank ~.[ ~ = ~ (e i - -/i)=~r. (26) 
1 ~<i<~m,yi<~j~t" i I i "  1 
Obviously, 
ranky~[~-z  )l<,i~,,, ~,<,_<<~, l ~< dim z (27) 
and so v ~> ~, which establishes our claim. [] 
Theorem 3.15 is now an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.18. 
Remark 3.19. In line with [6] it seems likely that the algorithm from [5] also yields a minimal decoupling 
compensator (as was also claimed - -  but incorrectly proved - -  in [22] for a combination of the 
algorithms from [5] and [15]). However, since the algorithm from [5] differs in a basic sense from the 
Singh algorithm as no static state feedbacks are allowed in each step of the algorithm (compare with 
equations (4) and (6)) it is not clear if the minimality result will hold for the algorithm from [5]. This is of 
course also not clear for the algorithms from [22] and [15]. 
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4. Conclusions 
Us ing  a lgebra ic  too ls  we have  obta ined  a compensator  of  min imal  d imens ion  that  solves the  s t rong  
dynamic  input -output  decoup l ing  prob lem via regu lar  dynamic  s tate  feedback  for  non l inear  systems.  The  
proo f  of  min imal i ty  of  the  compensator  also prov ides  fu r ther  ins ight  in the  a lgebra ic  s t ruc ture  of  
non l inear  cont ro l  systems.  
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